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Introduction

My favourite XBox game is Rayman Legends. I like it because
it is set in a dream land. There are lots of levels. Some levels 
are easy and some levels are hard.

I wanted to know which level was the hardest in Rayman 
Legends.

I also like maths. So I chose to use maths to find out which 
level was the hardest.



What Makes A Level Hard?

I made a list of the things that I think are hard in Rayman 
Legends.

Froggy: on some levels there is a froggy to help you. You 
have to control both the froggy and Rayman. It is hard to 
control them both at the same time.

Hidden Teensies: on every level you have to collect Teensies. 
Some Teensies are hidden and hard to find.

Sudden Death Teensies: sometimes you only get one chance 
to collect a Teensie before he dies.

Monsters that shoot: all levels have monsters. But some have 
hard monsters that shoot or throw things at you.

Hooks and swings: on some levels you have to jump between 
hooks and swings.

Bouncy platform: some levels have platforms that are 
bouncy. It is hard to control Rayman when he is moving fast.
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Skull coins: on every level you have to collect Lums. Some 
Lums are inside skull coins. These are hard to collect.

Jump then stomp: on some levels you have to jump and then
quickly stomp back down. It is hard to get this right.

Wall run the jump: sometimes you have to run up a wall and
then jump off. This is hard to get right.

Sensors with lasers: some levels have sensors. If the sensor 
sees you, it shoots you with its laser.
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Tally Sheets

I made a tally sheet of all the things I find hard.

I played each level and tallied up how many hard things 
were on each level. I had to keep pausing the game to write 
down my tally.

Rayman Legends has 5 dream worlds. Each world has 5, 6 
or 7 levels. So this took a long time!

Here is a picture of all my tally sheets:



Tally Graphs

I added up each tally sheet to get a total for each level. Then
I drew graphs of all the levels in each world.



I expected the levels would start easy and get harder. So the
graphs of each world would look like this:

(tally is up the side, levels are along the bottom)



But when I drew my graphs they looked like this:

World 1 Tally

World 2 Tally



World 3 Tally

An Unexpected Result 

This was a surprise! The graphs showed the levels in Rayman
Legends don't start easy and get harder. They sometimes get
easier, then harder again, then easier again.

Either my tally sheets were wrong, or the levels in Rayman 
Legends were in the wrong order.



Checking My Result

I checked my tally sheets a different way. I watched a video 
of somebody playing Rayman Legends on YouTube.

I did a tally of how many times the person died on each 
level. On easy levels they did not die much. On hard levels 
they died a lot. So this took a long time!

I added up each tally sheet to get a total for each level. Then
I drew a graph of all the levels in each world. They looked 
like this:



World 1 Deaths

World 2 Deaths



World 3 Deaths

The new graphs were not exactly the same as the old ones, 
because I was tallying something different. But they did have
the same shape. 



The new graphs went up in the same places, and down in 
the same places, as the old graphs:



So these graphs also showed the levels in Rayman Legends 
sometimes get easier, then harder again, then easier again.

Conclusion

I drew graphs of all the hard things in each level. They did 
not come out as I expected. So I also drew graphs of how 
many times somebody died in each level.

The graphs were not the same, but they did have the same 
shape.

This proves the levels in Rayman Legends do not start easy 
and get harder. They sometimes get easier, then harder 
again, then easier again.

I started my project to find the hardest level in Rayman 
Legends. But I found something more interesting instead:

The levels in Rayman Legends are in the wrong order!



Epilogue: Dad Follow Up

After the maths project was completed, we sent the video (https://youtu.be/mxk5wTQ_Wdw) 
to the company that created the Rayman Legends video game (Ubisoft) and asked if they 
would like to comment.

We were thrilled when one of their level designers wrote back and confirmed the findings. 
Here's what they wrote:

Also, a disclaimer:

We tried to choose an age-appropriate science project that our 5 year-old could do 99% of 
themselves. Obviously he could not do the write-up, or produce and upload the YouTube 
video, on his own. But he did perform all of the observation, tallying, totaling, graph drawing 
and analysis himself. And you can see he's excited by his conclusion!

The whole thing was a really enjoyable experience.

https://youtu.be/mxk5wTQ_Wdw

